
Maurelle Blues 1st September,  2019.

This year’s camp-out was not quite its usual self but the differences were of form rather than 
substance. The last 30 minutes of my nearly-three-weeks sojourn illustrates this, at least I think 
it does. As a result of poor planning, the clothes for the journey home were clean and folded-up 
on the settee of “LEIVTY” 500 metres away. No worries, mate, I thought, we’ll leave the camp 
clothes here, lock up and make our way in deshabille above the high tide mark. Of course, the 
tide is high, no walking on the beach. There are virtually no people here - less than 1 person per 
square kilometre, what could possibly go wrong? Anyway who cares about a naked hairy guy 
clambering over a rocky promontory at 0630 in the morning? We set off, Mr.P and I. Him first 
taking into account his cold wet nose and the places he likes to put it. We skittered and slithered 
over weedy boulders, edged along a gnarly cliff faces all the while luffing and slewing delicate 
appendages over snags, blackberry bushes and thorns, slapping away the odd mosquito and 
horse fly. Some 20 minutes later almost at our destination, a small sailing vessel rounded the 
point no more than 25 metres away. At her helm a hazel haired beauty, her curly locks lifting 
hesitantly in a light breeze, the curve of her firm young breasts pressing delicately against the 
soft material of her… wait, where was I? Ah, yes, in the early dawn, she is backlit by the rising 
sun at 0630 in the morning and heading directly for us. She stares intently, trying to decide what 
apparition this is that she sees. We lock eyes, me mid-stride in the very act of lifting a leg over 
the very last obstacle, but otherwise swinging free, a lip-stretching grin plastered across my 
face, unable to retreat or even turn away, she, eyes widening in her simple delight at the 
magnificence of the naked male form, tanned, hirsute, wearing a white hat and carrying a 
shopping bag.  Alas, she immediately tacked away sparing me from explanations or regrets. It 
was that kind of holiday. 

Stick Diving. 

The Summer didn’t start 
well. In fact the problem 
that brought up the 
subject of wellness 
began back in April: the 
sexual mores of a 
‘pecker interfered in our 
otherwise blameless and 
quiet lives. A solitary 
male Northern Flicker, 
North America’s only 
ground feeding 
woodpecker, decided 
this year that his Nirvana 
lay within the East wall 
of our home. Northern 
Flickers’ attract a mate 
by banging noisily on 

chimneys, gutters, indeed 
anything that will produce a ratta-tat-tat. But, once they are formally affianced joyous 
consummation is delayed by the pernickety bride-to-be pending inspection of the love nest 
where the dirty deed is to take place. Our testosterone fuelled feathered friend proceeded to drill 
a series of eight sample holes through the wall and into the loft before deciding that one more 
would do the trick. It didn’t. She, unimpressed, left. He, disconsolate, also left leaving a bale of 
insulation shredded into its five million constituent pieces over the garden below and a lot of 
sawdust. Esther, who is partial to rising at around 9:30 a.m. said, after 3 months of this: that 
bloody bird starts work at 4:30 a.m. every morning, and so I will arrange a contractor unless you 
take steps to fix this RIGHT NOW. I did and the contractor came when he could leaving me with 
barely enough time to get to the Camp and cut the grass. Still, we made it, Mr.P’n me. 
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He, Mr.P that is, has an unquenchable lust for fetching. He simply aches for throw and retrieve. 
His indomitable spirit powers him on but the flesh is starting to trail the spirit and if the vet is to 
be believed there may be arthritis as well. I know the feeling. Considering someone dumped him 
by Rupert Pitch & Putt for him to be rescued by my friend Pylonicus Maximus almost nine years 
ago, we are indeed all three indebted to one another for the pleasure his company has brought 
us. All that said, he also has a stubborn streak when it comes to getting his way, or rather not 
getting it, but he almost always eats all his food, chases sticks that meet a certain doggish 
criteria, and no matter how tired he is is always willing to make himself available for a belly rub, 
the ticklely caress of a velvety ear, or the gentle stroking of his elegant greying muzzle. We 
sailed NW the 110 nautical miles from Vancouver, cruising the Inside Passage of the Georgia 
Strait, although this must now be called the Salish Sea in honour of earlier settlers. The 40 
year+ old autopilot - a splendid A3000 from Derek Fawcett’s Autohelm -  coped well with the 
glassy smooth waters and a breath of wind blew steadily on the bow either as apparent wind or 
zephyrs of Nor’Westerlies. The engine purred away at under 2 litres per hour producing 6 knots 
of boat speed with neither fuss nor noise. We lolled in comfort until zephyrs turned into a light 
breeze and the mainsail demanded to be raised: pull off the sail cover, attach the halyard, 
release the sail-ties and vang, slack the sheet, haul on the halyard, hoist while checking the 
battens, adjust the luff, slack the topping lift, snug-in the vang and finally adjust the sheet. We 
did all that, the wind chuckled but it was not until the very end of the afternoon as land effect 
started to draw air off the sea that there was enough wind to actually sail. By then we were 
preparing to seek a quiet anchorage for the night and it all had to come down. So much for 
sailing… 

Smuggler Cove, 
homeward 
bound. 

Mostly, holidays 
good or bad start 
with a suitcase 
and a ticket, but 
for some of us it’s 
all about filling the 
tanks with diesel, 
water, a whole 
menu of supplies, 
the loaner dog, 
that is Mr.P, and 
heading up to the 
camp for a couple 
of weeks. Esther 
has declined to 
join us this year, 
and so we are left 
to our own devices 

- you know, desserts before dinner, beer before breakfast, personal hygiene with a small “h”, 
you know the sort of thing. We set-off late in the morning from our berth, topped-off the diesel 
tanks with 300 litres of diesel number 2, and headed NW for Smuggler Cove arriving there at 
around 1900. A glimpse of two or three fifty footers where forty footers struggle to fit-in while we 
were still 1/2 a mile out made me pause for thought - every last nook crammed jammed with 
maybe thirty cruisers stern-tied to chains set into the rock for that purpose and with anchors at a 
3:1 scope pulled taught on the windlass sent me back along our course a mile or so and into 
Half Moon Bay and thence into a tiny arm of the sea and just enough scope and depth for a 
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peaceful night’s sleep undisturbed by the crash and bang of breakfast drunks and difficult 
departures amongst all that string. The next morning we sailed at seven, stomach lined with a 
layer of porridge thickened with an egg and spiced with a spoonful of Lau Gan Ma, Mr.P has 
already been ashore performing his morning ablutions. He raised a quizzical eye to me. It’s 
unspoken question clearly understood by us both: stickery? Alas, no. No time for stickery or wet 
dog. Upon our return to the yacht he no longer strains to force himself up from the pontoon of 
the rubber tender through the lower lifeline, but instead he simply places his  forepaws on the 
cap rail and awaits a hand placed firmly on his furry bottom to propel him onto the deck. As we 
pass by Thormanby Island consideration must be given our route, we have a choice: turn NW at 
the Northern tip of Texada, pass through Algerine Passage by Vivian Island, leave Mitlenach 
Island to port (the now-uninhabited home to a rare flock of glaucous gulls), keeping Rebecca 
Spit to port, then turn North into Hoskyn Channel and thence to the camp. This is 45 km of open 
water plus another 20 or so to the camp. Given the odd weather, discretion suggests we take 
the inshore passage immediately past the entrance to Princess Louisa Inlet, Powell River and 
it’s stinking pulp mill, past Harwood, Savary and Hernando Islands, the village of Lund, and 
finally into the  Copelands Islands marine park for a second night at anchor. 

Anchoring in Smuggler Cove is a cinch - shallow, muddy bottom, good holding and most people, 
though not I, prefer to moor fore’n aft which is not always appropriate but it seems to be how 
they’ve been taught to do things. On the other hand, the Copelands Islands Marine Park is an 
absolute bugger. We carry 60m of chain and another 50m of three-strand anchor rhode yet the 
depth goes from 10 to sixty metres in a blink. A weary cruiser might drop anchor only to have 
the anchor slide down the underwater face of rock, dragging the yacht away from the shore and 
before you know it she’s half an hour’s hard paddling away and bound for the open sea. This is 
a hard lesson to be learned once and not repeated.  

Red sky at night… 

In the morning, well 
rested, replete with 
porridge and nursing a 
mug of coffee for me and a 
breakfast bowl for him we 
set off past King Horn 
Island, undoubtedly 
named by a woman with a 
sense of humour, and into 
the heart of Desolation 
Sound. It is a place where 
whales meet and cavort at 
the intersection of 
Homfray, Waddington, and 
Calm Channels. Then, 
West around the southerly 
tip of South Rendezvous 
Island, up Dent Passage 
and finally West into 
Whiterock passage paying 

particular attention to the range marks and 2m+ round rocks lining the South side of the 
channel, past White Rock Island light and thence across the sound and finally a 360d turn in the 
tiny turning basin to bring us starboard side to against the dock. Relief all around, turn off the 
engine, disengage brain and remove clothing. Massive stick throwing efforts for Mr.P as a 
reward for a day spent gazing with forlorn longing over the bow, or deeply asleep amongst our 
feet, and now and again seeking solace from the hand that pats and scratches. 
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As expected, the grass is as high but nowhere near an elephant’s eye - Camp chores seem 
slightly less onerous than expected but daunting if the usual standards are maintained. Well, 
they aren’t. After knocking down the big stuff, trimming and pruning around the camp it looks 
fine, but the trails are thick with salmon berry and huckleberry shrubs, blackberries, alders, 
conifers, nettles and grass. I have to admit that filling the hot tub and lighting the snorkel stove 
was the first priority and after five hours of heating, and putting aside all feelings of guilt towards 
untrimmed vegetation, at midnight I climbed in for a good soaking at 41dC while Mr.P dreamily 
twitched and snickered the night away in hot pursuit of well thrown sticks and suitable bitches. 

The first group of guests came and went. They arrived two hours after a downpour of tropical 
proportions. The sun shone, we frolicked, I broke the carbon fibre hatchet-blade off the oar from 
the rowing rig. Then our friends, M & O arrived late at the landing and dusk had fallen by the 
time we reached the mooring some 500 metres or so from the camp itself. Visions of paddling in 
the pitch black with tents, people, dog, supplies and heaven knows what were dismissed. Why 
not stay on board, I suggested. Ooh, yes please, good idea!. The next day O mentioned the 
mice.  

Ash, Seb, Shadow & 
Mr.P 

Oh, what mice, say I?  
Err, the ones running 
over the decks and 
eating our food.  
They seemed oddly 
unconcerned about 
this as in my 
experience the 
prospect of a rodent 
on board, let alone a 
family of them is 
simply Beyond the 
Pale. Sailors who 
have encircled the 
Globe more than once 
blanch and reach for 
long sticks with nails 
in the ends at the 
mere mention of the 
word “rodent”, I have seen grown men weep over rat shit. Just pray you don’t get a rat, they are 
smart bastards. At the market that day one wag suggested using the “old bucket trick”, but 
refusing to be sidetracked we managed to secure the only two available mouse traps in the 
vicinity from Bruce.  Bait them with raisins, he said, easier than peanut butter and it works just 
as well. Sure enough, within minutes of placing the baited traps a juvenile female and a large 
pregnant one met their maker. it appears that they have ascended one or more of the mooring 
lines and having gained the decks the only two places they can get in are through the naval pipe 
where the anchor cable passes through the deck into the chain locker, and the balanced 
combustion air inlet for the diesel stove. So, when Mark and Olena left I reset the traps and 
blocked the openings and next morning hey presto! another mouse. This time a large male 
succumbed to the raisin. The trap had sprung shut, catching him precisely at the base of the 
neck, and he lay on the trap with his eyes bulging in surprise, a raisin clenched between his 
yellow teeth and Ahhh, Shit! upon his lips - he reminded me vaguely of Jabba the Hutt. That 
seemed to be it - thank heavens for that. Sure enough, the naval pipe blockage showed signs of 
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a mouse desperate to leave. Apparently, having met and failed to overcome this obstruction he 
then returned for a last supper before going to meet his maker. According to Hindu beliefs, their 
spirits will be reincarnated in a new form, and I can certainly recognize their behaviour in some 
our current crop of politicians. Some years’ ago, Heinz and I rowed up the length of Chehalis 
Lake to a lonely campsite at the North end. We cooked our supper over an open fire and retired 
to our respective tents pleasantly drowsy and ready for a damned good kip in a warm scratcher 
on a cold night, dog tired after a brisk 10K row. Later, in the wee hours Heinz called out to me to 
wake-up and prepare to defend myself against a mouse invasion. There were dozens of them 
running up and down the our tent flies, clearly visible against the rising moon. We spent a 
pleasant hour batting these furry little bastards off the fly into the brush, very satisfying I might 
add, and suddenly the assault ended and all was quiet again. O described their experience in 
much the same language: the constant patter of mouse feet scuttling about on deck above their 
heads and their quiet rustling as they snacked, pilfered and pooped their way through anything 
not secured in sealed containers inside the yacht. I have added traps to the yacht’s inventory. I 
expect I’ll be washing out mouse droppings for a while. 

Lucky L’s fractured skiff. 

L, our neighbour from Reed Island 
has had his share of ups and 
downs, but his latest exploit suggest 
that some lifestyle adjustments may 
soon be required. What happened 
was this, L lunched at the Ginger 
Beef Chinese Restaurant in 
Campbell River and decided that he 
would stop and check his traps set 
in the North end of Evans Bay, 
before returning to Surge Dock to 
moor and thence ATV home. The 
first 35 kilometres went well, but, 
and there is always a but, 
unfortunately, having lined-up his 

DOUBLE EAGLE 18 with the traps still 5K away he then fell asleep, only to awake in pitch 
darkness some hours later floating in the middle of Evans Bay lying in a pool of his own blood in 
the wreckage of his boat. The tide was fairly low and L had run his boat up on a ledge at 25 
knots, cracking his head on the wheel and destroying the boat and motor completely only to be 
floated off as the tide rose. However, it didn’t sink and despite having his scalp sewn back on at 
the front Louie is much as he always has been, if a little stiffer than usual. Whether this is to do 
with a recent seventieth birthday or another crack on the head is debatable. Like all good 
boaters, far from being put off by this, and this is not the first time by any means that rocks have 
interfered with L’s travels, he has decided to buy a new boat - 24 feet instead of 18, 450 h.p. 
twin outboards instead of a single 135, and so on. We await the concluding chapter of his life’s 
story. 

SWMBO’s absence this year led me to contemplate our 33 years of marriage. There is no doubt 
in my mind that as each hour passes there is a realization that what I do know about the fairer 
sex and what I think I know are not at all the same. The only commonality is that both are 
diminishing. On the other hand, communication after 33 years is based on the instinctive 
reaction within shared lives and a keen ear for nuance. My wife describes marriage as the 
fulfillment of four desires: to be treasured, to be needed, to be loved and to be heard. Speaking 
of myself, a great part of the fulfillment of our relationship comes in caring and companionship 
liberally lubricated with personal discipline and wary respect. The rewards are a rich treasury of 
sustaining emotional anecdote, a depth of affection rooted so deeply that it cannot be easily 
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capsized, and frequent 
liberty to be alone 
without being lonely to 
attend to important 
things like throwing 
sticks, sailing and living 
as simply as possible 
whilst adding more logs 
to the hot tub fire. Of 
course, there’s really no 
answer, but another 33 
years will help. Such 
bliss. Thank you, darling 
    

Mad dog eats stick. 

Travel in Desolation Sound: no 
roads, no electricity, only stray 
mobile phone signals. 

 

Fish eagle seeking breakfast in 
Summer rain, seaweed, oysters,  
clams, crabs, prawns, fish,  
octopi, sassafras, sea 
cucumber, sea urchins and 
scallops… 
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Canada Coast Guard 
hovercraft, no doughnuts out  
here, must be a rescue. 

 

Container Cottage. 

Sliding seat in a 19’ canoe - 1 
passenger, 1 rower +200 kilos 
carrying capacity and 5 metres  
wing span. 


